
Help! I need ideas for my next good read! 

New Fiction 
 & Sons by David Gilbert.  An intricately layered novel about a famous reclusive writer and his three sons finds 

their bond tested by the weight of long-held secrets and a cumbersome legacy shaped by boarding school, 

Hollywood and the elite circles of the publishing world. By the author of The Normals. 

 The Irresistible Blueberry Bakeshop & Café: a Novel by Mary Simses. When New Yorker Ellen Branford travels 

to rural Maine to fulfill her dying grandmother's last wish by delivering a long-overdue apology letter, Ellen's 

near-drowning forces her to stay longer than she had planned. 

 The Love Affairs of Nathanial P.: a Novel by Adelle Waldman.  A rising star in Brooklyn's literary scene who is 

drawn to women in spite of commitment issues engages in lively intellectual conversations while considering 

relationships with three women who compel him to decide what he really wants out of life.  

 Love, Dishonor, Marry, Die, Cherish, Perish : a Novel by David Rakoff. The NPR radio essayist and award-

winning author of Fraud presents an edgy novel in verse that traverses the experiences of characters linked by 

acts of generosity or cruelty throughout major historical events of the 20th century. 

 Blood and Beauty: the Borgias: a Novel by Sarah Dunant.  A tale inspired by the lives of Borgia siblings Lucretia 

and Cesare traces the family's rise in the aftermath of Rodrigo Borgia's rise to the papacy, during which war, a 

terrifying sexual plague and the family's notorious reputation forge an intimate bond between brother and 

sister. By the best-selling author of The Birth of Venus. 

New Non-Fiction 
 Shirley Jones: A Memoir by Shirley Jones.  A candid account by the Oscar-winning stage, screen and television 

star reveals lesser-known facts about her two marriages, wild sexual escapades, high-risk brushes with the law 

and relationships with The Partridge Family castmates.  

 Blue Plate Special: An Autobiography of my Appetites by Kate Christensen.  The PEN/Faulkner Award-winning 

author of The Great Man builds on her popular food-centric blog to recount her unconventional upbringing and 

her unusually happy and occasionally sorrowful life of literary and culinary sensuality. 

 I wear the Black Hat: Grappling with Villains (real and imagined) by Chuck Klosterman.  The award-winning 

cultural critic and author of Fargo Rock City questions the nature of how modern people understand the concept 

of villainy, describing how his youthful idealism gave way to an adult sympathy with the choices of notorious 

cultural figures to offer insight into the complexities and appeal of anti-heroes. 

 Mo’ Meta Blues: the World According to Questlove by Ahmir “Questlove” Thompson and Ben Greenman.  The 

drummer for the Grammy Award-winning group The Roots, which also serves as the house band on Late Night 

with Jimmy Fallon, discusses a historical range of musical artists as well as African American art, hip hop, culture 

and philosophy. 

 Lost Girls: an Unsolved American Mystery by Robert Kolker. Working closely with the victim's families, this 

tragic account details the lives and deaths of the five women—prostitutes who advertised on Craigslist—who were 

victims of the Long Island serial killer, the most skillful and accomplished psychopath in New York since the Son 

of Sam, David Berkowitz. 
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